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will ientif•
y theris ecolrftuliors to turbine missi•
e and other tubine

:blade failures.It sillproMl =tangible recommendations to reduce the risk of turbine
missiles nd other turbine b"ade failures.
,Turbine missiles are very expensive to mpair and might have Impact on safety risks.
becaiu•se.-Th•y••ae almost always accompanied by fire (Both Combustibles & Igni-

ion asorces are.in the impact area). vital electrical supplies are close In the turbine

building aia (offtete l•nWes.
4l Vvtal buses) The Control Rooms moght be close to the

impacted area (plant specific location and orientation of the turbine.genorator).
Turbine missiles have impact on financial risks: Hundreds of Millions In Repairs (and
no en-the-ehelf componsnts), Hundreds of Wilons in Generation Losses (up to two
years of forcd outage):
A geneilcTurbtne Generator layout In a power plant will be presented, including the
Control.Room between twin units. The layout will show the High pressure turbine,
Threestages.ofLoW Pressure turbines and the generator, which are all on the same
shafl. The Falure Mod9s and:Effects that could lead to turbine damageor miSilaes wi

be cladridiedzrclurg: What turbine components may fell. Blade failurese that required
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Flooding events ame
part of the hazard catlegories oommentyg" dre11nInasses sing
the design of Industrial facillities. The failure of large upstireamn diarnls one cat"geIyof.
flooding event that tan challenge the safety of theselfacilitles.:Additionaly thefallure
of dems downstream of facitles that dependon:externalwater sources or tOi .o.-

erations could also represent a concern om a safety zsad
t. se•iucdam! (falum
estimates based on historical data are commonly reliiedon as sc
Vva"o
.use
in design end Ask assessment. This oaper prese•ts an In-depth analysi.;s currently
available databases with ifornatlon•on US historical dam failum events and #ie dam
population In order to estimate gneritc large dam falure rate whilealso addressing
the challenges In deriving values supportable by historcaldate.temssuch as co€m-

pleteness of data, applicability of genridc values. versus slte-spelrcifcconisideationis,

and screening criteria including dam types, construction vinteg eind-falluirevmodes,
ae addressed via Independent alwe frequency ptestimates. The •,vr highlights
the imitations of the derivation of . defensible scre"g value for, damfailure frequency estimates.

smovaiiOfdisfamged blades and rebalencing turbine for short term runs, What Human

errors
maiy induce faiiurea'during operation (operator errors), or - during (enrgineering
d:signi),br during ov gt (,A and administraton), What is the contribution of the
proctiveSystem (automatic or manual),
The tutbinemis•sl•

events at Salem-2.November 1991) and DC Cook-1 -(Sept. 2008)

'Will
•be dest.•.e. Temporary modica•noa of degraded blades In aging turbines will
be ptrVde. Based on the Risk Assessment, recommendations will be provided how
to reduce the Asksof turbine missiles. (Presentation only)
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Application of FRANX Software to External Events
Jeff Riley
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The EPRI FRANX so•ltware has been used for several years.ass
Ito asis the".
PRA analyst in incorporating fire related Impacts and modeling attributesinto exisft.
PRA models This simplifies the process of performing a FiesPRAand the ultimate
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Treatmentof the Loss of Heat Sink initiating events In the

IRSN PSA.,
F.:Corenwmnder

Instiut for Radhiiog

rateconnWdNuclea Salety Foilosyvsur-Rosas. Fansn

Loss. of tillrae heat sin is en linitiating event which, even it Ismainly of external

:
origin,
Is conlaeedin the frame of internal events Level I PSA by IRSN. Moreover,
.accordingto the French PSA fundanrital-safely rule this kind of InitiatOrs should be
Umsidereid by the"plant op.ertorIn the frame of the''Reference PSA. Nevertheless,

the modell11Ing'of this. Initiating even.Its not.always easy mnid he associated uncer-

;:itaintiesa.e stillquite Important. The o=currenca frequency, the restoration time. the
I•.pact.on .more than one~plant;Atheimpact on the emergency organtsation, etc. are
someo the sectfor whlch, today there Is not a: full consensus between different
:PSA teams (IRSt4 EODF)•
Re, .ently.
two events of loss Of heat Oink occurredIn France
:.(Cruas and
.Fos. enhei.m). This. recentoperating~expenence should be fuily used In
order ,tb ameltioate themodelllng, of the loss of heot sink Initiating event in the PSA.
The paipeor presents thehetho ds. used today by IRSN to model the ls of heat sink
initialing event and the historical perspective. The two events will be shortly presents
as well as the foreseen evolution of the PSA methods and models to best incorporate
the operating experience.
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incorporation of the Pfirmotel into a conl•guration risk modl..
Recent developments in FRANX have increasedathe capabilities to model numerous

other spatially-dependent and scenarlodependent situatiors. Morecent applications of the tool have Included the modeling of flooding scenarios, thereby Incltuing
these scenarios Into the PRA Inmodel Ina structured and automated manner, avoiding
laborious hand development o models.
Of particular note are Improvements in the tool to support 6e1smic analysis ina jhghly
structurhe manner. These seismic dd;ons allow for the simple~developnernt aoseis-

mic scenarios from the hazard curv, automatic.implentation of the appropriate

fragility information, and Inrdtegraonrwith the fulLieve I PRA.model•
This paper discusses te xpended capabilities 6f the FRANX software tool, with Pa•-

tcular
emphasis on external event coverage such as flooding,endseismic cal•ir.tiels."
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Dave,.
Attac hed.are some papers on assessing dam breaks. These are publicly releasable papers done'by US
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AN ASSESSMENT OF LARGE DAM FAILURE FREQUENCIES BASED
ON US HISTORICAL DATA

Ferrante F, Sancaktar S, Mitnian J, and Wood J
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852-2738
Femando.Ferrante@nrc.gov; Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov

ABSTRACT
Flooding events are part of the hazard categories commonly considered in assessing the
:deSign dfiindustrial facilities. The failure of large upstream dams is one category of flooding event
-iitatxcan: challenge the safety of these facilities. Additionally, the failure of dams downstream: of
ficilities that depend on external water sources for their operations could also represent a concern
from a safety standpoint. Generic dam failure estimates based on historical data are commonly
relied on as screening values for use in design and risk assessment. This paper presents an indepth analysis of currently -available databases with information on US historical dam failure
events and the dam population in order to estimate generic large dam failure rates while also
addressing the challenges in deriving values supportable by historical data. Items such as
completeness of data, applicability of generic values versus site-specific considerations, and
screening criteria including dam types, construction vintage, and failure modes, are addressed via
independent failure frequency point estimates. The work highlights the limitations of the
derivation of a defensible screening value for dam failure frequency estimates.
Key Words: External Flooding; Dam Failures: Initiating Event Frequency; Uncertainty

1

INTRODUCTION

External flooding considerations involve a series of hydrological and non-hydrological
factors that may impact an industrial site. Hydrological factors include site-specific extreme
phenomena characteristics (e.g., high tides, severe storms, wave action) with the potential to
cause flooding, while non-hydrological events include a range of different phenomena (e.g.,
seismic activity). In both cases, there is a potential hazard due to the effect of hydrological and
non-hydrological phenomena on manmade structures such as dams, levees, and dikes as
contributors to flooding.
Available guidance on dam safety from entities such as the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) [1], the US Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) [2], and the US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) [3] describe mechanisms that may trigger the uncontrolled release of the
reservoir impounded by a dam. These generally include (i) overtopping of a dam due to severe
precipitation-induced flooding, (ii) seismically-induced failures, (iii) breaches caused by internal
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erosion/piping phenomena, (iv) operational errors or mechanical failures, and (iv) combinations.
ofthiese..various mechanisms. While severe phenomena have the potential to cause significant
consequences, the lower likelihood of these events also needs to be considered from a risk
perscti~ei. On the other hand, failures other than severe storm and seismic events, which are
.groupedinto a-subset referred to as "sunny-day" failures in this work, can occur during normal.
iperatiOns (e•g., internal erosion and operational failures). Guidance from USBR indicates tha't
.hese "sunny day" failures may, in fact, be higher contributors to risk when compared
to lowfrequency extreme events such as severe storms and earthquakes [2]. Additionally, when
ohmpared to severe weather events, "sunny day" failures may provide less time for warnin and,"..
.mitigatingactions to take place. Hence, the appropriate consideration of the risk spectrumwhen
performing da risk assessments is an important aspect when evaluating potential hazards for:
:industrial facilities. The available literature from agencies such as FERC, USBR, USACE, and
othervisuggests that: the current state-of-the-art in providing better risk estimates of such
contributors has evolved significantly in recent decades [4].

..

The USBR, in particular, has developed a framework for dam risk analysis :that involves.:the
creation of a risk portfolio for assessing public safety and cost-benefit improvements to dams,[5].
Thresholds for taking specific actions are often the subject of much policy making debate, where
the focusutends to remain on relative risk-ranking based on subjective metrics. As such, most:
current efforts are moving away from a purely statistical approach to dam failure rate estimation.
However, a.question still remains with respect to generic failure rate estimates that.can.be".
used in screening criteria for various applications that consider the risk from externalflooding
contributors explicitly, For example, external flooding is a component of so-called "external
hazar~ds" (eg.,.extemal flooding, seismic events, and other phenomena external to plant
.operations) [6].analyzed under Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) studies for US nuclear
power..plants [7]. More specifically, external flooding events are part of the hazard categories
considered: in assessing the overall risk of nuclear power plants due to water sources external to
the site.,.ý For plants with large dams upstream of the site, this category includes the potential for
dam failures resulting in floods that can challenge the safety of the plants. Additionally, the
"ailre:.Ofdams downstream of a nuclear power plant site can potentially affect the availability of
-tcooling water.
A direct approach to estimating a dam failure rate is to perform a data analysis of past events
-and operational data yielding a generic failure rate, While such a generic failure rate is an
approximation of a more detailed study of dam specific design, operations, failure mechanisms
and the potential- effects to a specific site, it can serve as a starting point for a more detailed
screening analysis and evaluation of the potential effects. The approximate nature of this
approach can involve both overestimation and underestimation of a dam failure rate for a specific
site. For example, the inclusion of certain historical failure events, which are not necessarily
candidates for challenging safety at a site, may result in overestimation of a failure rate. Also,
consideration of site-specific characteristics such as meteorology and hydrology may either
increase or decrease the likelihood of an event with respect to a generic estimate,
Two major databases are available that provide an opportunity to assess the derivation of
such a generic failure rate estimate based on the US dam population [8] and the collection of
events that have historically occurred with US dams [9]. It should be noted that these databases
were not originally developed for quantification of dam failure rates, and the challenges in using
these sources for this purpose are discussed in detail, along with the numerical results. As with
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any datamanalysis, use of the information in these databases needs to carefully consider issues
su6h as tcompleteness, consistency, and applicability. Nonetheless, they provide valuable
information with a clear understanding of the data. Based on these sources, a set of failures and
operagtional data is used to derive generic dam failure rate. This paper also includes a discussion
on the limitations of the general dam failure data, based on analysis of the generic estimates fora
number of categories involving different dam parameters.
While a large number of papers addressing dam risk assessment are available in the
literature, only a subset deal with estimating generic dam failure rates (including large and small
dams) using historical data explicitly. An early example is Baecher et al. [10], which
summarizes existing estimates developed up until that point and suggests "an average default.
... value.of about 10. failures per dam-year for major projects" in the U.S. Another: interesting
,early, study was published by Martz and Bryson [II]. This study considered :how to inciude
expert
judgment
as data in a Bayesian estimation framework (resulting in a median
5/year)
estimateof
S.7 x as10well
as a hypothetical example of the quantification of
lowr o...bability high-consequence events for use in PRAs. The International Committee on Large
a iDnSz(ICOLD) published a report [12] that considered earlier dam incident collection efforts and
prOduced statistics on international dam failures. Estimates in this study were based on the
nuber,of events divided by the total number of dams for a number of different categories (e;g.,
dam type, vintage, infant mortality). More recent analyses include the work of Tatalovich [13],
Fell et-al.: [14], Foster et al. [15], Foster et al. [16], and Zhang et al. [17].
2

METHODOLOGY

The.scope of this work is limited to US dams reported in the main databases used: (i) the
National Inventory of Dams (NID) [8], maintained by USACE, and (ii) the National
Performaance of Dams Program (NPDP) [9], maintained by Stanford University. Additionallyi
only "large" dams are considered (with the definition of "large" used in this work discussed
bel6w)•. Tailings and debris control dams are treated as a separate category, given their distinct
design characteristics and application when compared to the rest of the US dam population.
With respect to events affecting dams, only failures leading to the uncontrolled release of all or a
portion of the reservoir are included, with no distinction made in terms of the intensity or size of
the breach,
:It is recognized that breach size and the volume of reservoir released can result in different
consequences to an upstream or downstream facility. However, taking these factors into
consideration would require knowledge of dam-specific information including dam geometry
and composition, as well as site-specific flood-routing information such as geomorphology and
runoff conditions, which is beyond the scope of the generic dam failure frequency estimates in
this work. The intent here is to provide a better understanding of the nature of the databases with
the development of estimates that may be used for screening analysis purposes, as well as the
strengths and limitations of the derived generic failure rates.
It should be noted that based on the available data, the scope of this study is limited to dam
failures and operational information up to and including 2006. More recent large dam failures
(post-2006) that have occurred are outside the scope of this study. The reason for this limitation
is that, at the time this analysis was performed, more recent dam failures had not yet been
incorporated into the NPDP historical database [9]. The NID database used here includes
Page 3 of 13
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information available up to 2008. Since this work was completed, USACE has released an
update to .the NLD database in 2009, which was not included in this assessment but could be used
f'or updating purposes in the future.
2.1 ,Definition of a Large Dam
The definition of what constitutes a "large" dam may be subjectively derived in a number of
ways. With respect to deriving a dam failure frequency estimate, it is recognized that larger
dams may be more robust than smaller dams in a variety of ways, including design practices,
:inspection and oversight, maintenance, and lower susceptibility to severe precipitation events.
The size of a dam may be characterized by-two main parameters: dam height and reservoir:
impounding capacity. However, for most dams, height and reservoir impounding capaci tare:
direct!y related (i.e. dams that are taller in height, generally have larger storage capacitY). For
the purposes of this study, only dam height was considered as the initial selection criterion; as
this is a convenient way to eliminate many small dams, that most likely have no relevance to
nuclearepower plant safety, from further consideration. This study defines a "large" damas any
dan witha reported height equal to or above 12.2 meters [40 feet]. This criterion was chosen
because the same value has been used as a basis for distinguishing small dams from larger dams
by US state and federal organizations [18, 19]. It is acknowledged that there may be a small
number.of dams with heights less than 12.2 meters [40 feet] with large storage capacities, which
could still .pose significant flooding hazards. It is not expected, however, that other definitions
willaresult in significantly different dam failure rate estimates, although this assumption is not
.explicflyassessed here.
2;.2 Identification of Dam Failures
The.NPDP database was used as the primary source of dam failure data. The NPDP
database that was developed and is currently maintained by the Department of Civil and
.Environmerital Engineering at Stanford University is a database of dam incidents and failures
thathave occurred in the US between 1848 and 2006. Dam incidents include a number of
different criteria such as unsatisfactory darn inspection, dam modification to improve safety, dam
bre'achi, incorrect-dam operation, and seismic events without complete failure of the dam. An
assessment by the authors indicates that the data in the NPDP database does not provide a
complete description of each failure event to (i) identify the magnitude of the event, and (ii) fully
match the detailed description available in the NID database for the existing US dam population.
The NPDP classifies each incident according to whether a dam "failure" occurred or not, The
classification categories used are "failure," "non-failure," and "unknown." For the purposes of
this:stucdy, only the dam incidents classified as "failure" are considered. The NPDP defines a
dam failure as a "breach and uncontrolled release of the reservoir," although that definition may
not strictly apply to all of the failures contained in the NPDP database. In fact, some event
descriptions suggest that certain failure events are less severe than the definition above.
Nevertheless, the authors chose to accept the NPDP classification of dam failure events as a basis
for estimating a generic large dam failure rate. The potential for conservatism in applying this
estimate is, however, acknowledged.
2.2.1

Applicable dam failures

As discussed above, the criterion used for large dams is a height equal to or greater than 12.2
meters [40 feet]. The data downloaded from NPDP does not contain height information for all of
Page 4 of 13
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.the dam entries; however, each entry does contain a unique identifier for each dam. Using this.
Ad>entifier, the dams were matched to their corresponding heights using the NID database. Ofthe:
1',0194ttal dams in the NPDP failure list, 623 dams were matched to a dam height from an entir
in the-Ni) database. In cases where the NID and NPDP showed differing heights, the Nil) value
was used (typically, the height difference was within a few feet). The NID height value wasused
to:maintain consistency in the analysis, which is not to imply that one database is deemed moreom.
accurate:than the other. After identifying the dam heights, 142 dam failures were found to be in
heights greater than or equal to 12.2 meters [40 feet], with 481 dams tha have:
dams'that
heights lesshave
than 12.2 meters [40 feet], and 396 dams had with no height information
in eitheri :
authors
a"sume'that
of
these
dams,
the
database. Due to the lack of data on a significant portion
tAhermajority of dams with no height information are small dams (i.e., less than 12.2. meters (40
i.feet:in-eight) and thus not relevant to this study, with the understanding that this probably
excludes some entries that would qualify as large dams.
Furthe'r inspection suggests that there is a relatively small number of additional events that
should be: considered for dam failures. For example, additional dam~failures were found in
supplement'ary sources. Several resources that include lists of major or notable dam incidents are
[22]). Using these sources, an additional 9 failures in large dams were
:,available.
identified,([20],
which[211
hadand
been included in the NPDP database with missing dam height information.
Finally, failures of tailings dams are included but were binned in a separate category. This
ca tegory is commonly applied to embankment dams used to retain the waste material resulting....
fron mining activities [221. The construction and maintenance practices associated with tailings
dams suggest that they may not be as reliable as dams established for other purposes, such as
.floo•dtontrol and hydropower.
2.212 Dam failures excluded from consideration
Further inspection of the NPDP database revealed that a small number of dams had
,experienced multiple failures throughout their operational history (i.e. dams have been rebuilt, or
repaired after failures). In other cases, some descriptions and dam specifications suggested.two..
iepate entries describe a single individual event. To avoid duplication, only non-repeated
single ientries and valid multiple entries for an individual dam were included. All other repeated
entries were removed from further consideration for failure frequency estimation.
Additionally, several of the failure event descriptions suggest that the occurrences may not
have been severe enough to cause a complete dam failure. For example, some NPDP
descriptions mention a "partial failure" of the dam or discuss a malfunction of a dam component
(i.e., more closely matching the definition of an incident than a dam failure). However, in most
cases the details provided are insufficient to make an informed assessment of the event severity.
In general, if the NPDP classifies an event as a failure, then it is also considered a failure for
this study. However, a few exceptions are made to this criterion for certain dam failure events
where compelling evidence supports its exclusion. For example, certain failure event
descriptions indicate damage to appurtenant dam structures (e.g., spillways or outlets) with no
breach, failure, or damage to the main dam and no subsequent large release of the reservoir. This
also resulted in a small number of events being excluded. In addition, failures related to dams
that were abandoned prior to completion or condemned without failing were excluded. While
this category represents a subset of dams built in the US, it would not be appropriate to include
such events in the derivation of a failure rate for dams that were brought to full operational
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status. The derivation of a failure rate for failures that did take place during initial construction
pi0•o•to1operational status (i.e., infant mortality) is considered in a separate analysis,
2.3 DamnYear Estimation
The: main source of dam-year operational data is the NID database which provides an
extensive amount of information on the current US dam population. The NID database is
maintained by USACE, which periodically updates this listing of operational dams with a wide
range of information, including dam height, darn type, and construction year, among many other
categories.
In this work, NID was accessed to download information about the existing 80,000 plus
dams in the US. The results presented here used the database version available prior to the 2009
'update, which includes an additional approximate 1,300 dams. While not using the 2009
irevision. may result in slight numerical discrepancies with the results presented here, the overall
conclusionsi resulting from the methodology used in this study are not expected to change
;subttiaZlly.
From theoverall total US dam population in NID, 11,980 of these dams meet the "large"
dam definition. The NID database also provides the construction completion year for a
sig'ificat number of these dams. Since the NPDP database lists dam failureevents through
1006. the difference between this date and the construction completion year in NID was used to
estimate dam-year contributions. However, the NID database does not provide initial
construction and failure dates for dams that were decommissioned after an accident and/or later
rebuilt:."Hence, a correction is introduced for failed and decommissioned dams that haveknown'
co!mpleti6ndates(i.e., this correction does not account for cases where this information is
missing) which is small in magnitude when compared to total values.
Finally, for those dams for which the year of construction and/or start of operation is
is assigned the average life of other known dams. For example, for large
,unknown,.the
debris control dam
and tailings dams (considered as a separate category in this study), the average
life
is 27.5 years, while for all other large dams, it is 45.2 years.
3

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

To estimate generic large dam failure rates, the applicable failure events were assessed
'against the' criteria above, along with the corresponding total dam-years derived primarily from
the NPDP and NID databases, respectively. For each failure in the list, several dam attributes are
given. Certain key dam attributes were used to separate the data in ways that can significantly
affect the dam failure frequency. These include dam type, dam vintage, infant mortality, and
failure mode. For most of the attributes considered, the number of failures N is divided by the
corresponding dam-year total 7T, for a point-estimate of the annualized dam failure rate. The
overall generic dam failure rate encompassing all attributes was derived from a total of 518,358
dam-years and 148 failures, resulting in an estimate of 2.9 x 104 /dam-year.
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3.1 Daim Failure Rate per Attribute
3.1.1

Dam Type

Typically, dams are classified by their structural design and construction material. The
classificition of dam types is not standardized, reflecting the wide variety of designs and
construction techniques in the current darn population, but most classification systems available
in literature use similar, overarching definitions for dam types.
For certain dams, the N ID and NPDP dam type entries contain multiple attributes. For
:et ample, onedam is described as "concrete earth rockfill" in its dam type entry. Several large
dams.may be composed of multiple sections that include embankment and gravity dam
characteristics, raising the issue of how their risk contribution is to be considered. The NPDP
do•e.snot clearly define these combined dam types, so some assumptions were made to classify
theseidams'into typical darn types. If no dam type information was given in NID or NPDP,.or
the damrtype could not be categorized as earth, rockfill, concrete, or gravity, then it is
ccategorized as "unknown."
:,Even for some dams with a single type listing there is significant difficultyin appropriately
binning dams using strict definitions of dam type. For instance, a common definition of a
rockfil!l dam is adam in which a majority of the total volume is comprised of compacted or
pd•edpervious natural or crushed stone [22). However, this is not an established definition,
and it would not necessarily identify subsets of dam types that would be susceptible to different
fail e modes. Such definitions have not always been consistent in dam practice and often
.depend on visual inspection to estimate whether a dam is composed of predominantly rockfill or
earhfill material based on definitions of gravel size. Additionally, various sources define dam
types in different ways.
NiP classifies dams into 12 categories: arch, buttress, concrete, earth, gravity, masonry,
•mutlti-•rch, rockfill, stone, and timber crib. The authors binned these 12 categories into five
.grouptd. categories defined to encompass overarching dam types: earth, gravity, rockfill,
c.concrete, and other/unknown materials. Table I shows dam-year totals per type, including
:ap.plicable failure events, while Table II shows the resulting dam failure rate estimates of the
groupedtcategories. Large dams used for the purpose of tailings and debris control (usually
-embainment dams) were also identified in NID and NPDP, with a total of 13,810 dam-years and
six: failures, i.e., 4.3 x l Os/dam-year. For large "embankment" dams (usually composed
of earth,
rockfill or a combination of both), the failure rate is derived using the earth and rockfill
categories together as 2.3 x I0'4/dam-year (93 failures in 402,185 dam-years).
3.1.2

Dam Vintage

The vintage of a dam (i.e., construction date) is one of the attributes expected to be a major
factor influencing its failure frequency. Consideration of the major milestones in design can be
used as a compelling reason for deriving different failure frequencies for different vintages. For
example, the introduction of new construction techniques (e.g., soil compaction), administrative
controls, or oversight could indicate "landmark" dates to be used in categorizing distinct
construction periods. An assessment of the distribution of failure dates and construction
completion year (see Fig. I and 2) was derived in this study to consider how dam vintage may be
considered.
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Table 1. Dam types and dam-years
... Group:ed
Category

Dam Type

Dam-years.

I

Arch

5354

V

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Buttress
Concrete
Earth
Gravity
Masonry
Multi-Arch
Other
Rockfill

1175
5262
396033
17277
1475
1349
2989
6152

V
IV
1
.11
V
V
V
.III

10

Stone

228

V

11
12

Timber Crib
Other/Unknown

328
80736

V
V

Table II. Failure rates for grouped category dam types

I
II
Il
IV

Grouped
Category
Earth
Gravity
Rockflhl
Concrete

V

Other/Unknown

Number of
Failures
86
7
7
6

Dam-years
396033
17277
6152
5262

Failure Rate
dam-Year)
2.2 x 10'
4.1 x 101.1 x 10
" 1.1 x I0-1

42

93634

4.5 x 10_

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the 148 failure events obtained from NPDP per year of
failure. There are two peaks in this histogram, one occurring around 1930 and the other around
1975.. The authors could identify no basis in design evolution that explains these peaks and
therefore, no reason to use the associated peak years as cutoff years for vintage binning. Figure 2
shows: the distribution of construction completion years and indicates a peak between 1965 and
1970(NOTE: The 1850 peak includes all dams in the database built up to and including 1850).
A study of the well-known Teton Dam failure that took place in Idaho, in 1976, asserts that
"[flor dams built in the United States before 1959, on the average one in fifty failed" [23]. The
implication from this statement is that older dams failed more frequently than dams constructed
in recent years. In this study the year 1960 was selected as a cutoff year for exploring the effects
of dam vintage. Dams with a construction completion date prior to 1960 are identified as "pre1960," and those with a date after to 1960 are identified as "post-1960."
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Figure 1. Distribution of dam failures per failure occurrence date
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Figure 2. Distribution of dams per construction completion date
The dan construction completion year is taken from the NID or NPDP databases, If the
year completed was not found in either database, then it is listed as unknown. Also, if the year
the dam was completed occurs after the dam failure date, then the authors assume that the
attributes from NID or NPDP apply to the current (possibly rebuilt) dam and not to the dam that
failed. In these cases, the failed dam attributes are listed as unknown, unless other reference
material was available. It should be noted that this definition of dam vintage is not intended to
imply a measure of dan quality, and is another insight into the challenge of defining dam failure
rates by completion date in a strict manner. For example, Hoover Dam was completed prior to
1960 and yet its likelihood of failure in practice is not necessarily anticipated to be equal to dams
of lesser design characteristics built either before or after 1960.
Based on this criterion the databases provided 226,642 dam-years for "post-1960" dams
with 24 failures, resulting in an estimated dam failure rate of 1.1 x I0'4/dam-year, while "pre1960" dams accounted for 261,004 dam-years and 114 failures, i.e., 4.4 x I04/dam-year.
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.3.1.3 Infant mortality
In the :dam safety literature, there is a common understanding that most dam failures occur..
-within the few years of construction or early in the dam's operational lifetime [11i]. This is the.....
"infant mortal•ity"phenomenon observed in many reliability analysis studies. In siilarfashion,..
it can.beconcluded that for those dams that survived through the first few years ofoperation,
some failure modes, such as construction and design defects, may be considerably teduced. It
.should.ben••oted that although construction issues can qualify as infant mortality inlthe.classical
manufacturing definition, large dams may fail due to a number of complex issues.during their..
ltfetimes. For example, a dam that is challenged by a severe storm early during its; operations of..
the root cause
m .ynot .be an infant mortality case. The authors did not attempt to investigate
failures occurring during the infant mortality period, focusing instead on availableinformation.
A;sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the effect of the choice of cutoff in the
number"ofyears after construction completion that defines an infant mortality period, under the
assumption that events occurring close to or immediately after construction can be classified as...
such. Inorder to evaluate this sensitivity, the number of years after initial operation, K, is :used to
collect the dam-years and failure events to estimate the corresponding dam failure rate, Table .Ii
shows the results: for K = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 years; in which the failure rate for an infanttnotality
-,period between 0 and K years is calculated alongside the corresponding failure rates .for dams
:survivingbeyond K years. It should be noted that dams with unknown construction dates are not
"?Iincluded in the estimates, unless they failed during construction, in which case their failure.is
inicludedwith zero dam-years.
'The total number of dam years estimated for infant mortality is slightly conservative since
..some dams failed in less than K years, but K years were assigned to them in calculating the total
dam-years inethis sensitivity calculation. This increases the denominator for the infant mortality
period,.but reduces the denominator for the period beyond infant mortality. The results indicate
•that-the dam failure rates for a large dam that survives construction and the first K years of
~operation
isnot very
sensitive to the cutoff years chosen for the definition of infant mortality
:(Le., in the:range
of 1.5
x 10-4/dam-year to 1.8 x 10"4/dam-year). The failure rate for the
infant.
morjtaity period, however, is sensitive to the choice of K, which appears to converg around.5 x
I&/nid -)year. Hence, the authors chose K = 8 years as a cutoff for dam failure rateestimation
pu'roses, where the failure rate in the infant mortality period is 5.3 x I0"4/dam-year ad zdams
surviving beyond this period have an estimated failure rate of 1.5 x 1O"/dam-year.
Table 111. Sensitivity to infant mortality cutoff year selection
K (year)

2

4

6

8

10

Infant mortality failure rate
(/dam-year)

1.1 x 10-

7.6 x 104

6.3 x 10-4

5.3 x 104

4.5 x 104

Failure rate for dams
surviving infant mortality
period (/dam-year)

p

1.8 x 104

1.6 x 104

1.5 x 104

1.5 x 10-4

1.5 x 10-4
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3.1A4 Failure Mode
. IIn principle, one may consider partitioning darn failure data by incident type or failure
mode. "For a specific dam, a certain failure mode may have particular significance, while that
same.:failure mode may not be applicable at a different dam site. For example, a dam failure
caused by:aflooding event can be highly dependent on the site-specific conditions. Based on the
analysis conducted in this study, an attempt to partition dam failure data based on incident, ye
or failure mode was not made, although it may be valid for other dam safety studies that have
;access tomore detailed failure mode descriptions.
.In practice, the authors found that there was insufficient basis for partitioning the data by
failure'mode, and concluded that attempting to partition could produce misleading results
because of the limited information available on the details of the failure events. Additionally, in:
assessingthe NPDP database and the ability to separate failure events by incident type orfailure
mode, the authors observe that multiple failure modes could have contributed in some failure
oents:. For example, it was noted that a significant number of events in NPDP were categorized
.as "Inflow Flood - Hydrologic Event." Although several events have been classified in this
incident type category it is unclear from the event descriptions if they all share the same
underlying failure mode. It was also noted that none of the large dam failures in NPDP are
."classified as due to earthquakes. Despite the fact that a failure due to a purely seismic-induced
event is fot registered in the US historical data, there is a case where seismic activityhas been
involved in a near failure in the US. This well-known case involved the Lower Van Norman
Daremin California during the 1971 San Fernando Earthquake, which came close to failure [22].
By most accounts, it is assumed that failure would have occurred due to seismic liquefaction if
the reservoir water level was not lower than normal. This partial failure event does not appar= in
thieNýPDP database and highlights the shortcomings of pure data analysis when considering dam
vulnerability due to earthquakes.
4

CONCLUSIONS

JIn:this work, estimates of the dam failure rates in large dams (i.e., height above 12.2 meters
[40 feet]) in the US were derived using available database information on historical failure.
eventsand calculated dam-year totals. These estimates encompass all documented dar: failures,
irrespective of their potential impacts on a downstream site. By including a large population of
dams with a wide variety of features, the resulting failure frequency may or may not be
appropriate for any one specific dam. The overall estimate for all large dams is 2.9 x l0 4ldamyear. For specific categories considered as subsets of all large dams, the results indicate (i) 2.3 x
1.0*4/dam-year for embankment dams, (ii) 4.3 x 10"4/dwn-year for tailings and debris control
dams, (iii) 5.6 x 0"4/dam-year for infant mortality failures (defined as occurring between initial
operation and eight years afterward), and (iv) 1.1 x I0"4 /dam-year for dams built after 1960.
It is acknowledged that this direct approach to estimate a generic darn failure rate is an
approximation of a more detailed study of dam specific design, operations, failure mechanisms
and the potential effects to a specific site that may serve as a starting point for a more detailed
screening analysis and evaluation of the potential effects. The approximate nature of this
approach can involve both overestimation and underestimation of a dam failure rate for a specific
site. As shown in the analysis of the results, use of the information in these databases needs to
carefully consider issues such as completeness, consistency, and applicability.
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Uncertainty Analysis for Large Dam Failure Frequencies
Based on Historical Data
t
Fernando Ferrante', Michelle Bensi, Jeffrey Mitman

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington DC, USA
Absert: External flooding hazard assessments typically include considerations for multiple water sources,.
dam failure accidents, if applicable. For large dams in the United :St•aes, a recent study
!includng.catastrophic
identified, a number of significant failures, of which a subset is classified as events involving catastrophic large
damfaimlure. This analysis indicates that the dominant causes of failure are about the same as those for the entire
population o6f dams: overtopping due to exceedance of the reservoir level (usually the result of severe weather
phe!nmena); foundation effects and internal erosion, and miscellaneous other causes including poor design and
maintenance, as well as seismic events. While there are well-documented cases of significant events involving
ý:such: failu'res around the world, the specific likelihood of such an event is challenging to predict. in attemptingz to,:
S quantiI- the frequency of large dam failure events, it was recognized in the aforementioned study haIt r.liance on
anecdotal historical events must take into account the significant ambiguity and lack of information completeness
involved in Using such data. At the same time, the use of available databases provides a framework to evaluatel: in
more detail!:the extent to which this uncertainty may impact the understanding of bounding dam failure rate
estim•atesIn this work, sensitivity studies were performed in order to evaluate the changes due to a numbir.of
• categogization bins for large dams including dam type, construction completion date, and.dam incident.
inforimation. Bayesian analysis tools were also used for the derivation of posterior uncertainty distributions• that
include -subjective information such as data quality and expert judgment considerations. The extentwof the
variation in the commonly derived point estimate is documented and discussed for a number of the caiegories and
assupions usually relied upon in available literature when estimating failure rates for large dams.
Ke•ywoidsý:External Flooding, Dam Failures, Initiating Event Frequency, Uncertainty Analysis.
1. INTRODUCTION
Industrial sites are vulnerable to a wide range of natural hazards including earthquakes, high winds,:tornados,
.huri.canes and floods. In particular, external flooding can be caused by initiators such as: extreme
meteorological -events (e.g. severe storms, tides, and waves), seiche/tsunami, and' dam failures,.
Understanding the ýrisks posed to industrial facilities by these hazards is important for a variety of reasons,
such as resource .allocation (e.g. prioritization of funds for mitigation/remediation) and emergency planning.",
Despite t importance of understanding the risks posed by extreme natural events, the maturity :of available"..
methodologies and data for assessing the frequency of occurrence of these hazards varies::signifi cantl.y-from..
hazard to:hazard..In this paper, we focus specifically on understanding the frequency of dam"failure ..events,::
whiichkhave the -potential to affect facilities located both upstream and downstream of the dam. Whileofailures
of dams."upstream of facilities pose a potential for flooding, failure of dams downstream of facilities can
cause.unavailability of water to the site.
Dam failures can be caused by a variety of mechanisms including overtopping, seismic events, internal
erosion'Ond piping, operational/mcchanical failures, and combinations of these initiators. While severe
earthquakes and extreme flood events can cause dam failures, these events have a relatively low likelihood-of
occurrence. Conversely, failures from internal erosion, piping, and operational/mechanical failures can occur
without a specific initiator (e.g. earthquake, large rain event).
Dam-regulating entities in the United States (US), such as the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
(USACE, 2006), the US Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) (USBR, 2010), and the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) (FERC. 2005) have developed frameworks for the purposes of understanding risks,
assessing public safety, and allocating resources across portfolios of dams. Thresholds for taking action (e.g.
to mitigate risks through retrofits) are often based on estimates of relative risk and subjective metrics. The
risk frameworks typically are based on processes involving expert elicitation and, if appropriate or necessary,
dam-specific engineering assessments. However, dam-specific assessments have not been performed :for all
dams, may not be cost-justified, or may not be readily available to all stakeholders. For this reason, it is
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useful to have generic darn failure rate estimates than can be used as screening criteria or when moredetailed
assessments are not available.
The goal of this paper is to use classical and Bayesian statistical methods to develop generic estimates::of
dam failure frequency based on information contained in two major US databases. Because these databases?
were not originally developed to support the quantification of dam failure rates, there are several chailiingesý::,:
associated with their use for the current application. The work by Ferrante et al (2011) provides a literature
review of existing dam failure frequency studies and includes a detailed discussion of the:challenges.
associated withusing these databases for deriving dam failure frequencies. Due to the various limitations and
caveats associated with use of the aforementioned databases, the sensitivity of statistically-based estimates to
a variety of factors and assumptions is explored. These sensitivity studies are designed to help anyalystsý,
understand the potential variability of the estimated generic values,
2. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

Two main sources of information are used in this work to perform sensitivity and uncertainty analysis on
large dam failure frequency estimates for the US based on historical data: (1) the National Inventory ofDams.
(NID) database maintained by USACE (USACE, 2011), and (2) the National Performance of DamsFProg
(NPDP) database, maintained by Stanford University (Stanford, 2007). Currently, these sources facilitate the.:
collection of (]),the total number of years of operation for US large dams of particular characteristics, such:..
as dam: type, and (2) the number of historical failures of US large dams. These databases contain accurate
the best.:
complete and
available-collection of US dams information and dam failure catalogues, and are more
than previous efforts to compile such information,. However, they also contain significant. sources of
uncertainty and missing information, which needs to be carefully considered (as in any effort involv,,ing dta.
analysis on such a scale). For example, it should be noted that the databases were not created fr the specific
purpose 6f performing dam failure frequency calculations and were not designed to be fully consistent .With.:;.
one: other, Nevertheless, these databases are still the primary source of information on existing das dan
.events.. Thi'spaper does not :intend to express judgment on the quality of the efforts made to devlop these
databases; instcad, it highlights the challenges in the input and categorization of data for. such a Wide:
popuilation, which potential users also need to take into account when deriving estimates for: low-:probability
evenits, The sources of uncertainty from the information gathered will be discussed in more detailiin the
subsections below.
Following, the framework originally developed in Ferrante et al (2011), this work is restricted to the US dam.,
pp.ulation• to which a subjective (but necessary) "large" dam definition is imposed. There are a wide range.
.of 6categorization criteria used by various US and international organizations to define classes of dam sizei
which are based primarily on height and volume of reservoir impounded. These criteria -for categorizing a

dam ".arge" or "small" can be highly subjective. However, for the current application, there is a cleai ned to.t
establish'criteria for distinguishing between large and small dams because an individual dam may .be more or'
less susceptible to certain failure modes based on its size or reservoir volume (e.g. a dam with .a 1.arge

reservoir volume and substantial population downstream may have less vulnerabilities due to augmepnted
inspection and maintenance programs). The International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD) establishes
that a damrcan be defined as "large" if its height from the foundation exceeds 15 meters [49.2 feet]. For dams
between-5 meters [16.4 feet] and 15 meters [49.2 feet] in height, ICOLD will apply the large dam definition
if its reservoir volume exceeds 3 million cubic meters [3,923,852 cubic yards] (WCD, 2000). In USACE
(1979),.Odams are defined according to height and reservoir requirements as well, where "small" dams-are
those between 7.6 meters [25 feet] and 12.2 meters [40 feet] in height, "intermediate" dams compriselthose
between 12.2 meters [40 feet] and 30.5 meters [100 feet] in height, and "large" darns exceed 30.5 meters
[1:00 feet]. In the current work, we set the criteria for a "large" dam as those exceeding 12.2 meters [40 feet]
in height (no reservoir volume definition is used), A sensitivity analysis for the impact of incerased height
thresholds is performed.
2.1. NID Database
The National Inventory of Dams (NID) database contains the most extensive listing of dams in the US. It is
periodically updated and maintained by USACE with support from a number of state and federal agencies,
which submit individual dam information through cooperative participation. A description of the inclusion

crileria and required submittal information are dehibed in USACE (2008), which includes 60 fields such as

damn height, dam type, storage, and location. The NIt) database also includes a number of fields restricted
from public release, which were not used in this analysis. As in Ferrante et al (2011), the only source of damye operational data for this work continues to be the NID database, for which the 2010 update is used. The
2010 version of the NIl) database includes a listing of over 84,000 dams. Applying the large dam criteria
used in this work yields 1,964 dams (approximately 14% of the dams in the database). For dam height, it
should be noted that the database field "NID height" is used, which corresponds to the maximum value of
dam height, structural height, and hydraulic height, as submitted by NTD participants and established by
USACE ('NID height" is accepted as the general height of the dam). Specific fields, aside from darn height,
that were explicitly considered in this analysis include: dam type, purpose, and year completed. Only dans

built since 1900 (i.e., 20& wd 21' century dams) ve considered in this study. A small percentage of dams
(les than 10%) do not Jiha

entries for yar of construction completion, which is defined by Ni) as the year

in which the original main dam structure was completed. In thes cases, the authors assumed an average
completion year based on the available information is used, which corresponds to 1963 (i.e., 47 dam-years

per dw with a cut-off date of 2010).
For dam type, NID specifies abbreviations to be used for commonly defined dam attributes: earthfill (RE),
rockfill (ER), gravity (PO), buttress (CB), arch (VA), multi-arch (MV), concrete (CN), masonry (MS), stone
(Si) timber crib (TC), and other (OT). Submittals often included a combination of attributes to define
impoundments with distinctly designed sections. For example, a specific site may include a buttress or an
arch gravity section supported by embankments, preventing a single classification in NID. According to the
classification scheme, dam type combinations are expected to be provided in order of importance such that a
dam type combination initiating with RE or ER (e.g., R.EPGCN) will indicate an impoundment consisting
mostly of embankment sections.
The vast majority of entries are comprised of single attributes (90%), of which erthfill dams account for
approximately 89%. It should be noted that a small percentage of dams (2%) have not been categorized with
respect to dar type. In order to develop a feasible categorization scheme, four major overarching dam types
are used to bin the various single and combination entries in NID: embankment dams (including earthfll,
earthfill-rockfill, rockfill), concrete dams (arch, gravity, multi-arch, buttress, and concrete), other type dars
(masonry, stone, timber crib, and other), and unknown type dams (empty entries). Entries with multiple dam
attributes art categorized with respect to their order of importance, unless additional sources are available
that suggest a different dam type category. Additionally, in this work, impoundment structures used to retain
waste material resulting from activities such as mining (commonly known as "tailings dams" and usually
categorized in NID as embankment dams) arm also included in the "other" category because these types of
dams are not usually designed and maintained to equivalent standards as other "mbankment dams. To
segregate tailings dams from the overall embankment dam population, a NiD category that lists the purpose
of individual dams is used (i.e., tailings are identified with "r in the field "purpose"), Furthermore, dams
with names that contain key words such as "tailings". "slurry impoundment", and "mining refuse" am aim.
segregated. Figure la shows the range of US large dams built per decade since 1900 with respect to the
major dam types considered in this study; indicating a significant period of dam construction, between 1950
and 1980. The distribution of dam height for large US dams (using the 12.2 meters [40 feet] criteria) is
shown in logarithmic scale in Figure Ib.
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Figure 1. Dam-years (a) per decade and (b) per NID height for all large dar types in NID

The main source of uncertainty from the NID database is the darn type characterization, as various entries
could be misclassified with respect to their dominant attribute. It is unclear, for example, whether the
distinction between earthfill versus rockfill composition in different entries is sufficiently robust to justify
fhrther parsing of embankment dams. The overarching major dam types used in this work ar intended to
address this issue to some extent, by avoiding a more granular categorization.

22. W 1DDtabase
The NPDP database was established in 1994 as an information resource for sharing dam incidents and
failures within the engineering and dam safety professional community in the US, and is maintained by
Stanford University (Stanford, 2007). It is the main source of data on dam failures used in this study. Similar
to the Ni) database it contains a large number of entries that include information on incident dat, dan
type, dam height, and other attributes for individual darn failures. There are 1109 dam fai lures identified, as
well as 1776 dam incidents that ar searchable by various attributes. NPDP defines a dan faure as a
"breach and uncontrolled release of the reservoir." As noted in Ferrant at at. (2010), due to the difficulty in
establishing accurate information for a ar-ge number of historical dan failure events, a complete description
of each individual dam failure is not available for all entries. In particular, a significant number of fkilure
events contained in the NPDP database do not have information regarding dam type, dam height H, and/or

construction completion year Tcy.
A set of criteria similar to the one presented in the previous subsections was used to define applicable dam
failure events: only dam failure events for dams with H equal to or above 12.2 meers [40 feet], built after
1900 were considered. Events with missing dam height information were excluded. However, in order to
achieve as much information completeness as possible, additional sources of information were researched
and reviewed to identify (1) dam failure events not included in NPDP, and (2) information missing from
existing dam failure entries in the NPDP database. This was achieved by identifying individual
documentation on specific dam failure events (Kocahan, Taylor, 2002) and cross-checking information with
dam failure listings (e.g., VP Singh, 2010), It should be noted that several of the dams with failure events
were also later rebuilt, and these dams are identified in NID. Limited cross-checking with the NiD
information is possible since there is a possibility that rebuilt dams do not exhibit the same attributes as the

dams that failed.
Application of the height and vintage criteria utilized in this paper results in a set of 139 dar failure
incidents. It is noted that a subset of then incidents are associated with NPDP database entries that are
missing conrction completion year information. In this report, analysts varied the construction completion
year for dams that do not have this information available via NPDP (or other sources). For example, if such
entries am assumed to have construction completion year equal to the year in which the failure incident

occurred (i.e., infantile or early failure), the distribution of the number of failures with respect to decade and
dam height, H. are shown in Figure 3. As demonstrated in this figure, failures of large dams in the US have
historically clustered around dams built in the early and mid-20Li century (i.e., 1910 - 1920 and around 1960)
which are also associated with years of increased dam construction in the US (see Figure 3a). It is also
observed that most failures impact dams with heights less than 30.5 meters [100 feet].
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Figure 3. Dam-years per (a) decade and (b) NID height (feet) for all large dam types in NID

The failure datbase constitutes a significant source of uncertainty in estimating dam failure rate, due to the
inompleteness of information as well as the classification of failure modes and dam type attributes of
individual events. It is unclear whether certain events identified as *failures' would be best categorized as
'incidents' based on the event descriptions provided (e.g., certain events are categorized as 'partial failures').
Failure mechanisms are also identified with a number of key descriptors, such as "food, "seepage,
"piping", "spillway failure", "erosion", etc. Considering the description of specific events (including those
with more detailed accounts), it is clear that developing a categorization of dam failur mechanisms poses a
significant challenge because dams can fail due to a wide range of causes (including i combination with
flooding events). W tleeve such as overtopping of a dam due to extreme flooding can be identified, it
was deemed in Ferrante et al (2010) that parsing selected failure modes without sufficient technical basis can
produce artificially low dam failure frequencies; therefore, this is also not pursued here. Additionally,
various sources indicate that certain failures were not included in NPDP or had information otherwise
missing. While an attempt was made to compile a more complete list of failures for this work, an exhaustive
and thorough investigation was not performed and it is possible that additional failures or more detailed

information could be used to firther refine dam failure events applicable to large dams, Finally, since them
have been no major updates to NPDP since 2006, the estimation of d failure frequencies will be limited to
this date, as including dam-years accrued between 2006 and 2010 would not have an equivalent dam failure
events contribution. Inother words, although additional failures may have occurred since 2006, no effort has
been made to collect such information in this work.
2.3. PoMt Estimate Calculation

Based on the assumptions discussed for the dam-year and dam failure events obtain primarily from NO and
NPDP, a point-estimate of the annualized failure frequency, f can be derived for various ranges of dam
types, height H, and construction completion year Tcy.
For failure events with missing construction completion year, a value needs to be assumed for the time
interval between known incident date and unknown completion year, ATc. For example, assuming all failure
events associated with unknown construction completion year correspond to "early mortality" such that ATv
= 0 cases (i~e., the failures took place during or immediately after construction completion prior to

operational status) and also assuming an average construction completion year of Tcr = 1963 for operating
dams with missing construction completion year results in the point estimates shown in Table 1. An overall

value off = 2.7 IE-4/year is obtained, with a decreasing trend between early 2O6 century dams (1910- 1920)
and later periods. Table I also presents the results per dam height H, where the concentration of damyears
occurs at values of less than 61 meters [200 feet]. Due to the limited amount of available data, accurate

estimates for dam heights above 61 meters [200 feet] are not possible given the laok of dam-years and dam
failure events. However, it is noted that it is to be expected that larger dams have better maintenance and
inspection programs and, therefore, lower failure frequencies.
Table 1. Dam failure frequencies for all dam types per construction year and height range
CONSTRUCTION YEAR RANGE
1920
1940
1960
1980
2006
1960
1900
1920
1940
19$0

DAM HEIGHT RANGE (feet)
100
40

7.00
100

300
200

400
300

800
400

512,745

61,194

73,366

101,060

240,332

32,793

431,276

59,851

13,721

4,708

3,189
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139

39

29

25

33

13

104

25
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Given that it may not be realistic to assume all failures with missing construction completion year have
ATF= 0, a variation in ATFwas performed. Based on the existing information, the mean value for ATF is 19.5
years. Using
the failure frequency for all dam types, between 1900 and 2006 results in a failure
frequency off = 2.40E-4/year. While the sensitivity is small for the entire period considered, a reduction is
achieved for later construction ranges since an increasing ATF parameter eventually results in a reduction in
the number of failures considered in later decades (e.g., for dams of all types built between 1980 and 2006,
there is a reduction toj = 1.22E-4/year with JTA- 19.5 years). If all failure events for which 4TF is
unknown are excluded, the failure frequency isf= 1.64E41year for the period 1900 - 2006.
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The results discussed so far include a number of failures that may be considered representative of an Cady

mortality period (in addition to those included by assuming dT- = 0). Some events are clearly indicative of
failure during construction or initial filling of the reservoir, while others took place immediately afIer
constructio was
pleted. For a significant portion of the failures considered, it is not possible toacertain
when or how the failure took place to discern early mortality attributes. As discussed in Fenante et al (2010),
it would be expected that dams that survived through the first few years of operation would hav reduced
values for failure frequencies. However, the estimates are sensitive to the assumed range considered to
represent an early mortality period and any assumptions need to be considered carefully. In order to assess
this effect with the data developed in this work, an early mortality threshold ,4Ts is used to represent the
number of years for which an individual failure event should be excluded in order to assess a failure
frequency for dams that survived the early mortality period. In other words, failure events with JTp <4dTsm
ar excluded from the point estimate calculation. Table 2 shows the sensitivity off with respect to A7T
',
whom 4T. is assigned values of either 0 years (i~e., all failures with missing information are excluded) or
19.,5 years, Limited variation is observed due to changes in
and
with all values within the IE4/year range. While subjectivity may be involved in choosing a specific value for
, it is clear that very
high values for •IT will skew the estimates to potentially misleading results.
Table 2. Dam failure frequencies with varying dTk and ATr = 0, 19.5 years

J

40E-4

4T-95ya

ATr-0years

-0E
1.64E-4

2.34
2.1E
1.37E.4

19E4

J7E-

S

19E4

1,93

1,28

1.15E-4

1.03114

9356E.-5

166
to2-4
106E
8,97E-5

With a value of ,Ta = 8 years and ATF = 19.5 years (with Tcr = 1963), a comparison between the major
dam types considered in this analysis can be made. For all dams, a value offgu = 1.72E-4lyear is obtained,
with corresponding results for embankment and concrete dams yielding, f
1.69E-4/year and fe =4EI
4/year, respectively. Therefore, small differences between dam types are observed for the results during the
1900 - 2006 period. The convergence of the values offu, f&, and fc, are shown in Figure 4, wheref is
calculated using the cumulative number of dam-years and failures in time for each major dam type, The
value off increases until approximately 1920 - 1930 as the number of dam-years and failures accumulates,
whenfbegins to decrease, converging to the results indicated above.
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Figure 4. Convergence of dam failure frequencyf(!year) for embankment, concrete, and all dams
Finally, the sensitivity to the selection of the large dam height criteria, &m& for all dam types is assessed
by calculating f for a subset of increasing values as shown in Table 3. The value of jt remains fairly
constant as HL
is increased from 12.2 meters [40 feet] to 61 meters [200 feet]. For values exceeding 76.2
meters (250 feet] (beyond which ther are no reported failures), the value decreases to 8.31 E-5/year. While
there are no specific thresholds at which a distinction can be made in terms of susceptibility to failure modes
for "large" versus "small" dams, care should be exercised in the choice of H&mr as silecting a high value
will result in a significantly sparse subset of dam-years and failures as shown in Table 3. In fact, this would
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also apply to any attempt to parse the estimation of f with respect to a large number of attributes
simultaneously, as this can lead to artificially low estimates. Finally, it should be recognized that ll
estimates calculated in this work are generic in nature and are, therefore, an approximation of the results that
may be obtained by perfoming a more detailed probabilistic analysis for a specific dam, given that dams are
very unique with respect to design and site characteristics.
Table 3. Sensitivity off for all dam types with respect to large dam height criteria
LARGE DAM EIGHT C R•RIA, H•g
>4
2:50
2!100
2:200
512,745
293,835
81,469
21,618
96

74

22

DAM-YEARS

1

FAILURES

9.3 1 -5

f (year)

4

*8
-7 7614'ý'
2A. Uncerta~

(feet)
> 250
12,036

ty Analysis

To address the limitations associated with the datasets and the uncertainty associated with classically derived
statistical failure rates, an approach using a Bayesian framework is implemented (Kelly, Smith, 201 1). A
model based on the assumption that the occurrences of dam failur events follow a homogenous Poisson
process with rate parameter , which is equal to the mean rate of events, is considered first. In this model, we
address missing data using the same data assumptions used to derive the point estimates above. Next, we

consider an exponential model that assumes the failure rate for a dam is constant over the life of the dam. In
conjunction with the exponential model, we do not make any assumptions about the values of missing data.
Instead, we treat observations with missing data as censored observations. We further describe thew Models
below.
Utilizing the Poisson model, the number of dam failures events for a specified period of cumulative
operating experience follows a Ioisson distribution. In this paper, the conjugate Gamma prior distribution as

well as a non-infomative prior were considered for the parameter

of the Poisson distribution. It is now

that the parameters of the prior distribution will be denoted with a subscript "I" and poserior pauieters will
use a subscript "2." Data derived from the NPDP and Nil databases were used to obtain a posterior
distribution based on the number of dam failure events observed and the cumulative number of observed
dam-years using well-established analytical relationships for the conjugate pair. In this work, the cumulative
years of operating experience is calculated only using dam-years for the dams that have not failed due to
problems with repeated observations in both datasets (e.g., some failed dams appear in the NID database).
Table 4 provides a comparison of posterior mean failure frequencies (as well as 50 and 956' percentiles)
obtained using the Gamma prior distribution with parameters
and
for embankment
and concrete dams, when varying the values of
and
. The prior distribution parameters for the
Gamma distribution were subjectively chosen because they yield a prior distribution with S' percentile
corresponding to IE-3/dam-year, a 95' percentile corresponding to 1E,-5/dam-year, and a mean consistent
with the values obtained from the point estimate calculations. This is consistent with the statements in the
addenda to the ASME/ANS RA-S-2008 Standard (2009) on the mean failure rate for all US dams with
respect to external flooding hazard evaluations for nuclear power plant applications (ASME/ANS, 2007). As
can be seen, the posterior moan values are consistent with the point estimates presented in Table 2.
Furthermore, the 5* and 95d' percentiles correspond to a relatively narrow spread around the mean,
particularly for the cases in which data pertaining to embankment dams are used (which provides a larger
dataset than the case utilizing data information on concrete dams).
For embankment dams, Figure 5 compares the prior and posterior distributions for a range of prior parameter
values and
when
was selected as the early mortality cut-off point,
was assigned
to dams that have failed but for which the construction completion year is unknown, and the construction
completion year 1963 was assigned to non-failed dams missing this information. In general, it was found that
when considering the larger datasets (i.e. for the datasets containing data on all dams or embankment dams);
the posterior distributions ar relatively insensitive to the parameters of the prior distributions. For more

finely parsed da (eg. when considering data for concrete dams), it was found that the values of the prior
distibution are relatively more influential.
Table 4. Posterior mean dam failure frequencies with varying ,Tg, and 4Th- 0, 19.5 years for the Poissonfor embankment and concrete dams
Gamma model with
and
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(left) and posterior distributions (right) when
and
using data for embankment dams

Figure 5. Prior distribution with parameters
and

Previously it was observed that parsing data by dam height could lead to erroneous results for point estimates
when considering dams in excess of 61 meters [200 feetd due to the limited number of observations
available. To address the potential uncertainty in this estimate, the Gamma prior distribution (with
and
) and non-informative prior were utilized to compute the posterior distribution of
when considering all failure events (i.e. excluding no observations on the basis of early mortality) and
for all failed dams missing the construction completion year (comparable to the point
assigning
estimates presented in Table 2). The results are shown in Table 5. Results obtained using the informative
prior are fairly consistent with the point estimate provided in Table 2. When using the non-informative prior,
results ar less
monsistent with the point estimates for the larger dam heights.
Table 5. Posterior mean dam failure frequencies for all dam types with varying dam heights
W..mJufatmmtia. P#.n,

t".amm Prior I'

iethtjRaMpMt

Sth %
95th %

40-100 100-200

200-300

2.4-41 4.1 E4

5.44

2.0E-4 2.9.4
2,8E-4 I5.6E-4

2.7E-4
.7E-4

400-800

40-100

2.5E-4

3.2E-4

4.0E-5
6.E-4

5.7E-5
7.7E-4

3-

100

200-M

3600.40

4

124E4

43E-4

6.2-4

3.2E-4

4.754

2.E-4
2.8E-4

3.0E4
5.7134

3.213-4
! .E-3

3.7E-5
83E-4

5.5F-5
! .2&-3

To understand the effect of assumptions made about missing observations in the context of a Bayesian
assessment, we utilize an exponential model and consider missing observations as censored. Of course, the
exponential model is directly related to the Poisson model used above. The exponential model is updated
based on observations of individual component life-spans. The Gamma distribution is employed in this paper
as the prior distribution on the parameter (equal to the mean rate of events) of the exponential model.
There ar multiple types of "life-span observations" available based on the NPDP and NI) datasets. Dams

that .have failed and have known construction completion and failure dates provide direct information about
their .known lifespan. Dams that have not failed and have known construction completion dates prov.id,
information that the lifespan of the dam is at least equal to the difference between the year for which the
most recent.information is available (i.e. 2006 in this paper) and the construction completion year (i.e. they
provide lowerbound observations). However, as described above, the NPDP and NID databases are missing
construction completion dates for some dams. For failed dams missing this information, it is known that the
lifespan of the dam is no more than years, where is equal to the year in which the dam failure event
occurred minus a reference year that bounds the potential year of construction (assumed to be 1900 in this
paper). We refer to these as upperbound observations to indicate that the lifespan of the dam is less than or
equa:lto years. For dams that have not failed and for which we do not have the construction year, the
observations are assumed to be bounded at the lower-end by zero years.
Tocompute posterior distributions using this model in conjunction with the censored observations, we utilize
the •WinBUGS software (Lunn et al, 2000), which uses Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to
compute posterior distributions. Table 6 provides the posterior means (and 5h and 9 5 hbpercentiles) for
embankment and concrete dams when considering all dam failure events. The parameters of the Gamma
prior distribution are once again
and
For comparison, Table 6 also provides the
values obtained using the Poisson-Gamma model as well as the point estimate (with assumed values for
missing data). In general, it is seen that the results obtained when considering observations as censored are
fairly consistent with the results obtained by assuming values for missing data.
Table 6. Posterior mean dam failure frequencies using exponential-Gamma model with censoring and
Poisson-Gamma model as well as point estimate
Embankment Dams

.

Concrete Dams.

Exponential 1 Poisson 1 Point Estimate I Exponential VPoisson 1 PointEstimate I

Jj rpjjeSLI

2,87E-4

2.76E-4

2.46E-4

2.34E-4
320E-4

.963.33E-4
4.60E-7

MCerr

-

2,76E-4

2A40E-4
1.54E-4

2.49F-4
L.60-4

2,46E-4

3.44E-4

-3.37E-4

9.0.IE-7

-

In general, the results of the Bayesian assessments are consistent with the point estimates. When working
with the larger datasets, the effects of the prior distribution parameter assumptions are minimal. However,
when the data is parsed into smaller subsets, the influence of the prior becomes more significant. Overall, all
estimates are in the range of IE-4/dam-year regardless of the method used to derive the estimate of dam
failure: frequency.

4. CONCLUSION
Sensitivity studies on the dam failure frequency for US large dams were performed in this study to evaluate
the impact of various attributes and sources of uncertainty when using historical dam information. Bayesian
analysis tools were also used for the derivation of posterior uncertainty distributions that include subjective
information such as data quality and expert judgment considerations. The extent of the variation in the
commonly:derived point estimate was documented and discussed for a number of categories and
assumptions. It is stressed that the goal of this work is solely to develop generic dam failure frequencies
based on information contained in databases and readily available historical records. As such, it is not a
replacement for more detailed probabilistic assessments and/or dam-specific studies (which could yield
higher or lower failure frequency estimates). Although historical dam failure information can provide useful
qualitative insights on the general performance and failure modes for certain categories, its applicability to
specific dams has to be assessed to establish sufficient technical bases for decision-making. This is due to
the variability in site-specific characteristics (e.g., hydrologic, geologic, and operational) and the potential
contributions of site-specific failure modes. Despite the limitations of working with data-driven estimates of
dam failure frequencies, this work provides insights into the variability and subjectivity of the estimates and
their sensitivity to input information (particularly historical dam failure accounts). The series of assessments
performed in this paper generally support dam failure frequencies in the range of I E-4/dam-year, though it is
shown that variability exists based on the assumptions utilized relative to parsing data and addressing
missing observations.
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FMM: Crlcdone, Lawrence
SmPt Friday, September 21, 2012 3:09 PM
To: Perkins, Richard
Subdech RE: Info
bridge
It was really about how engineering lessons learned are forgotten over time, but the guy giving it
designas his basis. It was in 2010 or 2011. I'm not certain itwas a RES seminar. Itwas In ftsame
auditorium as our seminars and I know I went to it with Kauffman so I assume it was a seminar. Do other

offices do seminars?
From: ~Perkhns, Richard
Sent; Friay, September 21, 2012 1:53 PM
To CrIscione, L~awrence
Subj.et Info
Energy Daily did a front page story today on FERC standing up a new office. You should take a look at that If
you haven't,
I just sent the info on paleofloods (previous e-mail). Let me know If you don't get It.
I don't recall the brief about bridge failure. Anything to help me find it? Didn't see it in the RES seminar list (or
I didn't recognize it as bridge failure related).
Richard H. Perkins, PRE.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Division of Risk Analysis
Operating Experience and Generic Issues Branch
Phone - 301/251-7479
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Presenter: Dr. William Leith, U.S. Geological
Survey
Tuesday, December 13, 2011
10:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M.
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